
The Football Association Challenge 
The Cup Final

Cup Final Facts
• The match is widely known as just the Cup Final.

• It is the last match in the Football Association (FA) Challenge Cup.

• �EB@��}~��GB��}~��<G�J4F�4?FB�>ABJA�4F�G;8�Emirates FA Cup.

• It has about 86 000 stadium spectators and millions of TV viewers on the 
����&CBEG�6;4AA8?�

• A women’s tournament is held at the same time, the ���*B@8AnF��HC.

• The FA trophy (winner’s cup) is only on loan to the winning side.

• �G�<F�G;8�B?78FG�6HC�6B@C8G<G<BA�<A�G;8�JBE?7
�ŜEFG�C?4L87�<A�G;8 
1871 - 72 season.

• ';8��}~��6;4@C<BAF�J8E8�Manchester United.

The Challenge Cup competition is open to any club in the top ten levels of the 
English Football League. Once clubs have registered to play, the tournament 
<F�BE:4A<F87�<AGB����E4A7B@?L�7E4JA�EBHA7F
�9B??BJ87�5L�G;8�F8@<�9<A4?F�4A7�
finals. The higher ranked teams join the competition in later rounds.

';8�9<EFG����EBHA7�@4G6;8F�J<??�HFH4??L�58�C?4L87�4G�G;8�;B@8�:EBHA7�B9�BA8�B9�
G;8�GJB�G84@F���EB@������GB�����
�G;8�B?7�*8@5?8L�&G47<H@�;BFG87�G;8�9<A4?F�

The final match has been played 
at the rebuilt Wembley Stadium 
F<A68������4A7�G;8�F8@<�9<A4?�
and final matches have 
been played there since 
������

Who Can Enter?

Where Are the Matches Held?
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The winners of the final match receive the Football Association Cup, the FA Cup. 
It comes in three parts, the base, the cup and a lid. Over the years, there have 
been two designs of trophy and five different cups. The first cup, known as the 
m?<GG?8�G<A�<7B?n
�J4F�FGB?8A�<A������4A7�A8I8E�E8GHEA87��';8����9<A87��FGBA�)<??4�
����GB�C4L�9BE�4�E8C?468@8AG�4F�<G�J4F�FGB?8A�J;<?FG�G;8L�;47�<G�<A�G;8<E�64E8��
�A�8K46G�E8C?<64�J4F�@478�4A7�HF87�HAG<?��������EB@�����
�4�A8J�78F<:A�J4F�
@478���G�J4F�?4E:8E�G;4A�G;8�CE8I<BHF�GEBC;L
�FG4A7<A:�����6@�;<:;���A�����
�
another copy was made as the cup was wearing out from being handled, and 
4ABG;8E�E8C?468@8AG�J4F�@478�<A�������';<F�GBB>�BI8E�����;BHEF�GB�@4>8�4A7�
J8<:;F����>:�B9�FB?<7�F<?I8E��';8�6HC�<F�CE8F8AG87�4G�G;8�8A7�B9�G;8�@4G6;
�:<I<A:�
the engraver just five minutes to engrave the winning team on the silver band 
on the base. The cup has ribbons from both teams decorating it during the final. 
The loser’s ribbon is removed before the presentation.

�46;�6?H5�<A�G;8�9<A4?�@4G6;�<F�:<I8A����J<AA8EF�BE�EHAA8EF�HC�@874?F��';8F8�
are given to players, staff and officials.

What Do the Winners Receive?

Most wins:
�EF8A4?�4A7� 4A6;8FG8E�(A<G87�[��\

Most appearances in a final:
�EF8A4?�[��\

Most defeats:
�I8EGBA�[�\

Biggest winning margin:
��:B4?F�[�HEL�I��8E5L��BHAGL
����\

Most goals in a final:
�� :B4?F� [�?46>5HEA� %BI8EF� I�
&;899<8?7� *87A8F74L
� ���� 4A7 
�?46>CBB?�I��B?GBA�*4A78E8EF
�����\

Most appearances without losing:
*4A78E8EF�[�\

Most appearances without 
winning:
�8<68FG8E��<GL�[�\

Youngest FA Cup finalist:
�HEG<F� *8FGBA� B9�  <??J4??� [��� L84EF�
����74LF�\

Oldest FA Cup finalist:
�<??L� �4@CFBA� B9� !8J64FG?8� (A<G87�
[���L84EF�4A7�����74LF�\

Most individual wins:
�F;?8L��B?8�[�\

Most individual appearances:
�EG;HE��<AA4<E7�[�\

Fantastic Final Facts
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Did You Know?
• ';8�ŜEFG�J<AA8EF�B9�G;8�6HC�<A�~����J8E8�*4A78E8EF
�J;B�

also won it the following year.

• ';8��;4??8A:8��HC�J4F�FHFC8A787�<A�~�~����~�~��5864HF8�
of the First World War.

• �A�~���
�G;8�ŜA4?�J4F�C?4L87�4G�G;8�A8J?L�
opened Wembley Stadium.

• The Challenge Cup was suspended again 
58GJ88A�~������~����5864HF8�B9�G;8�&86BA7�
World War.

• 'BŠ8A;4@��BGFCHE�<F�G;8�BA?L�ABA�?84:H8�
club to win the Cup (against league 
EHAA8EF�HC
�&;8Ş8?7�(A<G87
�<A�~�}~\�

• �����ŜA4?F�;4I8�ŜA<F;87�:B4??8FF�

• �A�~��~
��?I86;HE6;�4A7�"K9BE7��<GL�;47�
to play 6 games to eventually produce 
4�J<AA8E�z�G;8�ŜEFG�ŜI8�58<A:�7E4JA�
@4G6;8F��4A�4@4M<A:�~~�;BHEF�B9�9BBG54??�



Questions
~�� *;4G�J4F�G;8��;4??8A:8��HC�>ABJA�4F�<A��}~�����}~���  

 

��� �BJ�64A�G8?8I<F<BA�I<8J8EF�J4G6;�G;8�@4G6;��  

 

��� �BJ�@4AL�EBHA7F�B9�G;8�6B@C8G<G<BA�4E8�C?4L87��

 

��� Find and copy a word that means that the teams are chosen to play against no 

particular side. 

 

��� �#HG�G;8�9B??BJ<A:�<A9BE@4G<BA�<A�G;8�BE78E�<G�<F�9BHA7�<A�G;8�G8KG��';8�ŜEFG�BA8�;4F�588A�

done for you.done for you. 

6.  Mark your choice from the answers below. 
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An exact replica was made.

';8����9<A87��FGBA�)<??4�����

The losers ribbon is removed before the presentation.

The ‘little tin idol’, was stolen.

&G4A7<A:�����6@�;<:;�

The cup was wearing out from being handled.

a. *;<6;�G84@�;4F�;47�G;8�@BFG�78984GF�<A�4�ŜA4?�

Stafford

Wigan

Everton

Wanderers



��� �BJ�6BH?7�4�J<AA8E�58�9BHA7�<9�4�@4G6;�8A787�<A�4�:B4??8FF�7E4J��

 

��� �A�J;4G�L84E�7<7�'BŠ8A;4@��BGFCHE�[4F�4�ABA�?84:H8�6?H5\�J<A�G;8�����HC��

 

��� What is the purpose of using a table for some of the information? 

 

~}�� �B�LBH�G;<A>�G;8�G84@�J<AA<A:�G;8�����HC�F;BH?7�58�CE8I8AG87�9EB@�8AG8E<A:�G;8�

competition the following year? Explain your opinion.  
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b. �BJ�B?7�J4F�G;8�B?78FG�����HC�ŜA4?<FG�

���L84EF�����74LF

���L84EF�����74LF

���L84EF�����74LF

���L84EF�����74LF

c. Which club has had the most FA Cup wins?

Everton

Arsenal

Manchester United and Arsenal

Manchester United



Answers
~�� *;4G�J4F�G;8��;4??8A:8��HC�>ABJA�4F�<A��}~�����}~�� 

The Challenge Cup was known as the Emirates FA Cup in 2015 - 2018.

��� ��BJ�64A�G8?8I<F<BA�I<8J8EF�J4G6;�G;8�@4G6;� 
Television viewers can watch the match on BBC Sport channel.

��� �BJ�@4AL�EBHA7F�B9�G;8�6B@C8G<G<BA�4E8�C?4L87� 
'J8?I8�ŜEFG�EBHA7F�4A7�G;8�F8@<�ŜA4?�4A7�ŜA4?�@4G6;8F�4E8�C?4L87
�@4><A:�~��<A�4??�

��� Find and copy a word that means that the teams are chosen to play against no 
particular side. 
Teams chosen to play against no particular side are chosen randomly.

���  Put the following information in the order it is found in 
G;8�G8KG��';8�ŜEFG�BA8�;4F�588A�7BA8�9BE�LBH�

6. Mark your choice from the answers below.

��� �BJ�6BH?7�4�J<AA8E�58�9BHA7�<9�4�@4G6;�8A787�<A�4�:B4??8FF�7E4J� 
Winners of drawn matches could be found by tossing a coin, playing the match 
again until one team wins, taking penalty kicks (or any other plausible idea).
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a. *;<6;�G84@�;4F�;47�G;8�@BFG�78984GF�<A�4�ŜA4?� 
Everton

b. �BJ�B?7�J4F�G;8�B?78FG�����HC�ŜA4?<FG� 
�~�L84EF�����74LF

c. Which Club has had the most FA Cup wins? 
Manchester United and Arsenal

An exact replica was made.

';8����9<A87��FGBA�)<??4�����

The losers ribbon is removed before the presentation.

The ‘little tin idol’, was stolen.

&G4A7<A:�����6@�;<:;�

The cup was wearing out from being handled.



��� �A�J;4G�L84E�7<7�'BŠ8A;4@��BGFCHE�J<A�G;8�����HC� 
'BŠ8A;4@��BGFCHE�JBA�G;8�����HC�<A�~�}~�

��� What is the purpose of using a table for some of the information? 
Using a table for some of the information helps to keep the 
946GF�BE:4A<F87�4A7�84FL�GB�ŜA7�9BE�G;8�E8478E�

~}�� �B�LBH�G;<A>�G;8�G84@�J<AA<A:�G;8�����HC�F;BH?7�58�CE8I8AG87�9EB@�8AG8E<A:�G;8�
competition the following year? Explain your opinion.  
Various answers that could include the opinions; 
I think that teams should be prevented from entering the competition the year after 
they win so that other teams can have a chance to win. 
Or, 
I do not think that teams should be prevented from entering the competition the year 
49G8E�G;8L�J<A�4F�G;8�C?4L8EF�@4L�58�7<ś8E8AG�G;8�9B??BJ<A:�L84E�4A7�<G�JBH?7�58�
8K6<G<A:�9BE�G;8�94AF�GB�58�45?8�GB�J4G6;�4�m7BH5?8n�J<A�<9�G;8L�J8E8�FH668FF9H?�4:4<A�
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